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Abstract

A low-temperature in situ ion-irradiation and annealing experiment has been performed in copper. Most clusters

which persisted through an anneal to 120 K showed no size changes within the resolution (0.5 nm) of a new weak-beam

sizing technique. Of the 55 defects measured under a range of weakly di�racting conditions, seven showed measurable

size decreases while three showed size increases. We argue that these clusters are likely to be of vacancy and interstitial

nature, respectively. Also on annealing to 120 K a fraction of about 25% of the clusters formed by irradiation with 600

kV Cu� ions at 20 K disappeared, while a similar number of clusters appeared at di�erent locations. The remaining

defects persisted through the anneal, sometimes however with modi®ed morphologies. Video microscopy suggested that

the disappearance and appearance of clusters occurred gradually and was unlikely to be due to loop movement. Some

arguments on the possible nature of these clusters are presented. On warming specimens to room temperature, a high

density of small stacking-fault tetrahedra appeared close to the electron-exit surface of the foil in regions which had

been exposed to the electron beam at low temperatures. These are most likely due to the clustering of vacancies pro-

duced by sputtering at the back surface. Ó 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The possible formation of interstitial dislocation

loops in displacement cascades is a subject of consider-

able current interest to the radiation damage commu-

nity. Molecular dynamics simulations suggest that

appreciable interstitial clustering occurs in cascades (e.g.

[1±3]), and some simulations have even predicted the

production of loops large enough to be resolvable in the

transmission electron microscope. There have also been

reports of the identi®cation of interstitial loops in ex-

periments (e.g. [4,5]). However, our recent work on

small point-defect clusters in copper produced by room-

temperature heavy ion irradiation indicates that these

experiments may be misleading. The conventional

techniques for the identi®cation of the nature of small

clusters ± the 2 1/2 D method, and the black±white

contrast technique ± both fail to identify the nature of a

majority of the clusters. The 2 1/2 D method seems

¯awed in principle [6]. The black±white contrast tech-

nique works well for larger, ®rst-layer, loops. These

turned out to be exclusively vacancy in nature. However,

it fails for smaller loops located closer to the foil center,

which arguably are more likely to be interstitial [7]. It is

therefore our view that valid and direct experimental

evidence for the production of interstitial loops directly

in cascade events has yet to be produced. In this paper,

we exploit a recent improvement in facilities for low

temperature in situ TEM and ion irradiations, and im-

provements in microscopy technique, to perform ex-

periments in copper which seek evidence for these

elusive defects.

2. Experimental details

The experiments described here were designed to in-

vestigate the nature of the defect clusters produced at

low (20 K) irradiation temperature in copper by in situ
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heavy-ion irradiation. An indirect technique was used to

assess the interstitial or vacancy nature of a cluster de-

fect. The principle was to measure the change in size of

individual defects following an anneal through the free

interstitial migration stage I, and subsequently a further

anneal through the free vacancy migration stage III.

Since only free interstitials are mobile in stage I, the

shrinkage of a defect on annealing through this stage

would imply its nature is vacancy. The same defect

might be expected to grow on further annealing through

stage III (although, as will be seen, experimental di�-

culties precluded explicit investigation of this). Intersti-

tial clusters would be expected to show the opposite

behavior.

In order to produce high energy collision cascades

throughout the thickness of a typical TEM foil (ca. 60

nm), irradiations were performed with Cu� ions of en-

ergy 600 keV. Fig. 1 pictures typical examples. This

energy was chosen on the basis of damage calculations

using the modi®ed [8] TRIM code [9], which shows that

the damage energy distribution is very similar to that

produced in a typical ®ssion neutron spectrum (see Fig.

2). The distribution of damage energy gives the range of

PKA recoil energies of importance to defect cascade

events. The distribution of PKA recoils displays the

higher fraction of low energy recoil events for the ion

irradiation.

These calculated collision statistics illustrate a central

idea behind the low temperature experiment. That is, to

use this relatively high fraction of low energy collisions,

which produces a concentration of point defects which

become freely migrating upon annealing, to probe the

nature (interstitial or vacancy) of the extended defects

produced by the high energy recoil cascades. By se-

quentially annealing through stage 1 (interstitial migra-

tion) and stage 3 (vacancy migration), the size changes

of the extended defects, dislocation loops or stacking

fault tetrahedra, would thus indicate their natures.

Producing the cascade defects throughout the foil

thickness reduces the problem of a dominant surface

Fig. 1. Four examples of a single 600 keV Cu ion passage through a 60 nm Cu foil, as calculated by TRIM 96 [9]. Vacancies are

represented as small black dots, while clusters of vacancies resulting from collision cascades produced by high energy recoils are

clusters of black dots.
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sink for migrating point defects, and any surface e�ects

on cascade defect production itself.

Thin-foil specimens of pure single-crystal copper with

orientations about 10° from (1 1 1) were prepared by

electro-polishing 3 mm discs. They were immediately

mounted into the sample holder of an Oxford Instru-

ments low temperature stage, which was loaded into the

Hitachi-9000 electron microscope of the Argonne In-

termediate Voltage Electron Microscope Facility. The

microscope was operated at 100 kV, for reasons given

below. Regions chosen for microscopy were ¯at and of

thickness about 50±60 nm, as estimated from {2 0 0}

thickness contours (and subsequently con®rmed by

convergent-beam di�raction). The stage was cooled to

20 K and irradiations were performed in situ to a dose of

5� 1014 ions mÿ2, with the ion beam incident along a

direction close to the foil normal. At this dose, indi-

vidual ion impacts are on average well-separated, so that

the probability of overlap of cascades produced by

separate ions is quite small. Microscopy was performed

using an operating re¯ection g � 002, with the foil ori-

ented close to the [1 1 0] pole. This entailed tilting the

specimen by about 23°. This had the advantage that the

images of defect clusters, produced by the same ion in

sub-cascades at di�erent points along its track (Fig. 1),

projected at closely spaced, but separate, positions.

Most multiple defects produced by the same ion could

therefore be identi®ed separately.

Images were recorded after the initial irradiation at

20 K, and after both of the annealing steps, to 120 K and

to room temperature. An improved weak-beam TEM

technique, described in detail by Jenkins et al. [10] was

used to measure the sizes of defects before and after the

anneals. Following the recipe given in Ref. [10], we re-

corded a series of 5±7 weak-beam micrographs at each

condition with a systematic variation of the deviation

parameter from 0.2±0.3 nmÿ1. All micrographs both

before and after anneals were taken with the specimen

cooled to 20 K to ensure that the image quality was

uniform. The beam convergence semi-angle was held

constant at about 0.25°. Size measurements were made

from prints of total magni®cation 5� 105 using a digi-

tizing tablet. The prints of each micrograph were ex-

amined in random order. In each case, the maximum

extent of each contrast ®gure was measured ten times,

and averaged. Care was taken to measure each defect in

the same direction in each micrograph. The direction

was chosen based on defect geometry, when evident

from the contrast shape. We then looked for systematic

changes in the sizes of individual defects before and after

annealing, checking for consistency across the full range

of s values. We have shown that this procedure allows

changes in the size of defects to be revealed and deter-

mined reliably, for defects located throughout a foil

thickness of 60 nm, down to a resolution limit of about

0.5 nm. Finally, the specimens were transferred to a

Philips CM30 microscope, the areas previously imaged

were relocated, and foil thickness determinations were

made with the standard convergent-beam method [11].

In a second experiment with the same irradiation

conditions, a video recording was made during the

warm-up from 20 to 120 K, with the specimen set in a (g,

4.5 g) weak-beam di�raction condition.

3. Results

Fig. 3 illustrates the changes in defects in the same

area before and after a 15 min anneal at 120 K. Two of

the seven values of s (in units of nmÿ1) are shown as

examples. The imaging di�raction vector g � 002, and

the beam direction was about 13° from the 1 1 0 pole.

The irradiation direction is arrowed, the length of the

Fig. 3. Examples of TEM micrographs of the same area taken after irradiation by 600 keV Cu ions to a dose of 5� 1014 mÿ2 at a

sample temperature of 20 K. The micrographs on the left were taken at 20 K immediately after irradiation. The micrographs on the

right were taken at 20 K after the irradiation and a 15 min anneal to 120 K. All micrographs were taken in dark ®eld under weakly

di�racting conditions with g � 002, beam direction near the [1 1 0] pole, and examples of two of the seven weak beam conditions:

s � 0:24 nmÿ1 (g, 5.25 g; top micrographs) or s � 0:27 nmÿ1 (g, 5.75 g; bottom micrographs) are illustrated. The irradiation direction is

shown with an arrow whose length is equal to the projection of the ion path through this foil thickness of 55 nm. Labeled defects are

discussed in the text.

c

Fig. 2. Collision statistics comparing ®ssion neutron and 600

keV Cu ion irradiations of 60 nm Cu, as calculated by a

modi®ed [8] version of TRIM 89 [9].
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Fig. 4. Size measurements as a function of deviation parameter, s, for the defects labeled in Fig. 3 and discussed in the text.
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arrow is the distance of the projected ion track through

the foil thickness (55 nm). This results from a foil tilt of

about 23° from the irradiation direction and coincident

foil normal (near the 1 1 1 pole). Several clusters of de-

fects can be seen in the 20 K labeled images to lie ap-

proximately along the irradiation direction and over

distances equal to the arrow length.

Several features are apparent. The pair of micro-

graphs taken before the anneal show the small contrast

di�erences expected when s is varied ± individual defects

show variations in contrast intensity and apparent size,

and a few are visible in one micrograph but not the other

± but generally they look similar. The same is true of the

pair of micrographs taken after the anneal. However,

comparison of micrographs taken at the same value of s

before and after the anneal show more profound chan-

ges. This was con®rmed by viewing the whole series of

seven micrographs at di�erent s values before and after

the anneal.

Some defects of interest are arrowed and labeled.

Examples of defects which disappear upon anneal are

labeled d. Those which appear upon anneal are labeled

a. Examples of defects which shrink in size are labeled 4

and 6, those which grow are labeled 1 and 12. Defects

which stay the same size are labeled 11 and 15, and one

which shows inconsistent behavior (over seven s values)

is labeled 17. The direction of the arrows of numbered

defects corresponds to the direction of the size mea-

surement.

Fig. 4 shows the quantitative measurements of image

size for the above defect examples. Error bars on the size

measurements are illustrated only for defect six, and are

seen to be of the same size or smaller than the data point

symbol. Defects were determined to have grown or

shrunk in size only if six of seven s values showed con-

sistent directions of the size change.

Within a ®eld of view somewhat larger than that il-

lustrated in Fig. 3, a total of about 150 defects were

imaged before the anneal to 120 K. Of these defects,

about 100 remained after the anneal and we measured

the sizes before and after annealing of 55 of them. A

comparable number of defects, 44 disappeared and 55

appeared upon anneal. Of the 55 defects measured for a

size change, three grew and seven shrunk, using the

consistency criteria. The large majority (45) of the

measured defects showed no consistent change in size

exceeding our measurement sensitivity of about 0.5 nm.

In other cases, groups of closely spaced defects persisted

through the anneal, but with apparent changes in mor-

phology, and these were not analyzed.

In the video experiment, some defects were also seen

to disappear and appear. The contrast of those clusters

which disappeared faded over a period of tens of sec-

onds or longer at temperatures between about 30 and 80

K. New clusters also appeared gradually over the same

temperature range, sometimes in the same or similar

positions as clusters which had earlier disappeared.

There was no evidence for defect motion. A very small

slow change in di�raction condition during the course of

the anneal was detected in the image background and

may explain at least some of the defects gradually dis-

appearing or appearing, certainly those which reap-

peared in the same position.

Fig. 5 shows exactly the same area imaged at 20 K in

g � 002 in the weak beam di�raction condition g, 5.5 g

after approximately 15 min anneals to 120 and 300 K.

Fig. 5. TEM micrographs of the same area imaged at 20 K in g � 002 dark ®eld in the weak beam condition g, 5.5 g after 15 min

anneals to 120 and 300 K.
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The appearance of a high density of small defects after

the 300 K anneal occurred only in the area where the

electron beam was incident for a signi®cant time at 20 K.

The density of these defects is so high that it is not

possible to determine the fate of the clusters present in

this area prior to the anneal to room temperature.

Qualitatively, stereo images showed the new defects to

be concentrated near the back surface of the foil. These

defects range in size from 2 down to 0.5 nm, and some

display contrast typical for stacking fault tetrahedra,

implying a vacancy nature.

The low temperature dependence of cluster defect

production can be rather closely compared in these ex-

periments, as illustrated in Fig. 6. Areal defect density

measurements were made on micrographs obtained after

the irradiation at 20 K, and were compared with similar

measurements made on specimens irradiated at room

temperature with Cu� ions of the same energy and dose

(see Ref. [10]). When allowance was made for the dif-

ference in foil thickness, the volume densities were equal

within experimental error. However, there was a sub-

stantial di�erence in defect sizes, the lower irradiation

temperature produced the smaller cluster defect sizes.

The defects formed at 20 K showed no evidence of SFT

formation. Of the defects formed at 300 K, less than 10%

showed evidence for SFT formation. In a foil of thick-

ness 60 nm, each incident 600 kV Cu� ion produced on

average three visible clusters.

4. Discussion

We consider ®rst the measurements on the size

changes of defects annealed to 120 K (Fig. 4). A large

majority of defects showed no measurable change in

size, corresponding to a size change of less than about

0.5 nm. Of those defects whose measured size changes

exceeded statistical error, the majority showed size de-

creases. This evidence of shrinkage implies that these

loops are probably vacancy in nature. Vacancy loops

would be expected to shrink by the absorption of freely

migrating interstitials in Stage I. However, a small mi-

nority showed size increases and are judged, therefore,

on the same argument, to be interstitial in nature. Since

only a small number of defects show this behavior this

result must be regarded as tentative.

In contrast to the limited result on the size mea-

surements on the defects which persisted through the

120 K anneal, was the interesting and unexpected result

that a comparable number of defects either disappeared

Fig. 6. TEM micrographs comparing irradiation temperatures of 20 and 300 K. Imaging conditions for both were g � 002 dark ®eld

and weak beam condition g, 5.5 g. Cu foil thicknesses were measured by convergent beam technique to be 55 nm for the exact area in

the left panel and 65 nm for the exact area in the right panel. The irradiation in both cases was 600 keV Cu ions to a dose of 5� 1014

mÿ2.
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or appeared upon the anneal. It is to be emphasized that

these changes were certainly brought about by the an-

neal. At 20 K, defects were stable under the electron

beam for extended periods. Re-annealing specimens

which had been annealed to 120 K and then cooled to 20

K did not result in similar e�ects.

Possible mechanisms for the appearance of new loops

include thermally induced collapse of vacancy-rich de-

pleted zones (seen previously by Vetrano et al. [12]) and

interstitial clustering. Disappearance could be caused by

complete recombination of vacancy loops by freely mi-

grating interstitials. Alternatively, the observation could

be due to the movement of glissile loops along their glide

cylinders from one position to another.

The video evidence seems to rule out this last possi-

bility. Defects were never seen to move from one posi-

tion to another, or to slip out of the foil. However, other

aspects of the interpretation of the video experiment are

complicated by possible artifacts. Since the resolution of

the video system is limited, the smallest defects may not

be resolved. As the specimen warmed up from 20 to 120

K, a small amount of specimen bending occurred, and

so the di�raction conditions changed. Since the contrast

of small clusters is known to be very sensitive to s, the

apparent disappearance and appearance of defects in the

video experiment may be a contrast artifact. This may

explain why defects sometimes `appeared' in the same

positions as defects had earlier `disappeared'. However,

since images were over a complete range of s values in

the main experiment, the possibility that the whole ob-

servation is an imaging artifact can be discounted.

At present we are unable to make a de®nitive

judgement on the nature of the defects which disappear

and appear. The gradual appearance or disappearance

at temperatures when interstitials and interstitial clusters

become mobile may favor interstitial clustering and

shrinkage of vacancy loops. The fact that only some

defects shrink may be explained by a very inhomoge-

neous free interstitial concentration which would be

expected for this type of low dose ion irradiation. There

was no obvious di�erence in morphology between de-

fects which disappeared and those which persisted

through the anneal.

The high density of small stacking-fault tetrahedra

which appeared on warming specimens to room tem-

perature is most likely due to the clustering of vacancies

produced by surface sputtering due to the electron

beam. Evidence for this is that these SFT appeared close

to the electron-exit surface of the foil only in regions that

had been exposed to the electron beam at low temper-

atures. As expected, the e�ect was more pronounced at

higher beam energies, which would be expected to in-

crease the sputtering rate. At the low temperature va-

cancies produced by surface sputtering are immobile,

and a high concentration can build up close to the

bottom surface of the foil. On warming through Stage

III these cluster into the observed SFT. This process

undoubtedly occurs under electron irradiation at 300 K

and 100 keV, except that the instantaneous concentra-

tion of vacancies is always too low to produce cluster

defects of signi®cant or visible size. In copper, the

maximum recoil energy at 100 keV electron energy is 3.8

eV. If the known sublimation energy of 3.5 eV can be

related to a sputtering threshold energy, then an electron

beam energy of 80 keV, with a maximum recoil energy

of 3.0 eV, should be su�cient to eliminate this e�ect in

copper.

In comparing the visible defect yield between irradi-

ation temperatures of 20 and 300 K, it was quite inter-

esting to ®nd that the mechanism for collapsing the

defect cascade into a cluster defect, such as a dislocation

loop, appears equally e�ective at the two temperatures.

It is, however, more e�cient at 300 K in clustering a

higher fraction of produced vacancies (or interstitials),

based on the larger defect sizes. This independence of

cluster defect density on irradiation temperature from 20

to 300 K, agrees with similar measurements made on Cu

by Daulton et al. [13], but is in striking disagreement

with measurements made on Ni [14].

A comparison with collision statistics calculated by

TRIM is particularly instructive. For a single 600 keV

Cu ion passing through a Cu foil of 60 nm thickness,

TRIM ®nds (averaged over 10 000 ions) three recoils

with energy >6 keV. Since the experiment ®nds three

defects per ion, this implies that collision cascades pro-

duce visible cluster defects down to the surprisingly low

recoil energy of 6 keV, and with a probability (yield) of

one. All previous experimental values of defect yield per

ion at low incident energies (30±50 keV) and thus near

surface (10±15 nm), such as Fukushima et al. [7], fall in

the range 0.4±0.5. This suggests that in these earlier

experiments, the presence of a surface lowers the prob-

ability of cluster defect production, possibly through

loss of individual or cluster defects to the surface.

5. Conclusions

A low temperature in situ ion-irradiation and an-

nealing experiment has been performed in copper.

Copper foils were irradiated with 600 kV Cu� ions at 20

K in the low temperature stage of the Argonne Hitachi-

9000 electron microscope. A modi®ed weak-beam tech-

nique was used to investigate the changes in size of de-

fect clusters which remained identi®able on annealing to

120 K. Most clusters showed no size changes within the

resolution of the sizing technique (0.5 nm). A small

fraction of about 10% of these showed measurable size

decreases, while a very small number showed size in-

creases. We argue that these clusters are likely to be of

vacancy and interstitial nature, respectively.
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Also on annealing to 120 K a fraction of about 25%

of the clusters disappeared entirely, while a similar

number of clusters appeared at di�erent locations. The

remaining defects persisted through the anneal, some-

times however with modi®ed morphologies. Video mi-

croscopy suggested that the disappearance and

appearance of clusters occurred gradually and was un-

likely to be due to loop movement. Clusters appeared or

disappeared over a period of tens of seconds or minutes

at temperatures in the range 30±80 K. At present we are

unsure of the likely nature of these clusters.

On warming specimens to room temperature a high

density of small SFT appeared close to the electron-exit

surface of the foil in regions which had been exposed to

the electron beam at low temperatures. These are most

likely due to the clustering of vacancies produced by

surface sputtering.
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